
Facility Security Checkpoint

SOLUTION SecurMAR’s Security Checkpoint Solution includes:

Improved Detection Capabilities

Increased Screening Efficiency

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership for Security
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To maintain security in your facility, you need to detect weapons,

explosives, and other contraband before it enters and without

compromising throughput.  In addition, you need to have highly

reliable systems to keep costs low and security high. 

SecurMAR offers a reliable security solution for your facility without

compromising efficiency or detection capability. The Security

Checkpoint Solution is a portable system and requires little

room for operation. This system fits easily into most lobbies

while maintaining aesthetics. Designed specifically for courts

and lobbies, SecurMAR’s Security

Checkpoint Solution delivers superior

detection capabilities utilizing the

industry’s preferred manufacturers

of state-of-the-art security

screening equipment.



SecurMAR’s Security Checkpoint Solution includes:

Smiths Heimann HI-SCAN 6040ds
X-Ray Inspection System

Maximum inspection quality with minimum inspection time

Simple and efficient operator interface improves
identification of threat objects.

Proven reliability reduces downtime and maintenance costs

Large tunnel size (24.4” W x 16.5” H) accommodates
large objects easily

Small, compact system can be easily moved to
other checkpoints

CEIA HI-PE Multi Zone
Walk Through Metal Detector

High throughput with low nuisance alarms

Detects threat objects such as guns and knives consistently
while allowing personal items such as keys, coins, and
watches to pass

Proven safe by the FDA for people with pacemakers and
other medical devices

CEIA PD140 Hand Held Metal Detector
Noninvasive secondary screening

Detects metal objects without touching the body

Choose the systems used by the most frequent purchasers of security equipment.

Transportation Safety Administration (TSA)

United States Marshals Service

United States Secret Service

SecurMAR, LLC is a Certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise.
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